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OEL activity is just another way to
give back for Precision Electric
By: Stacey Roy
cott Huckins, owner of
Precision Electric considers
his work with the Ontario
Electrical League (OEL) to be an
extension of what he’s been doing
his entire career – helping future
and fellow electricians anyway
he can.
As a first generation electrician,
Huckins was encouraged to enter
into the trades through school
and regional competitions like the Scott Huckins of Precision Electric enjoys giving back
when he can be it with the OEL or educating Ontario’s
Halton Skills Competition.
next generation of electricians.
“I took third in it 25 years ago,”
Huckins recalls. “Nobody typically ends up the Milton area man has done just that,
on the path that they started on. I’m weird and has shared his experiences along the
in that way because I’ve wanted to be an way.
This season he sat as a judge in the 2015
electrician since I was 18.”
Besides a brief hiatus where he worked
in the design and program end of things,
Continued on page 4 4
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Tri County Chapter finds unique
way to give back
By: Stacey Roy
he members of OEL’s Tri County
chapter are putting the old adage
“one man’s trash is another man’s
treasure” to work in a new community
donation program that swaps scrap
metals for dollars in support of the Brant
Community Healthcare System Foundation
(BCHS Foundation).
“We’re just in the throws of getting it
developed,” said Mal McEachern of the Tri
County chapter.

T

Starting on page 7

Over the last few months chapter
members have been working with BCHS
Foundation and Reclaim Solutions
Continued on page 44
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Microlectric

®

CO Series

Meter sockets
Meet code requirements
for above-ground
main breaker access.
In response to changes in the Canadian Electrical Code and the
increasing demand for outdoor, above-grade electrical service
disconnection, Thomas & Betts has expanded the Microlectric®
CO Series combination meter socket and breaker unit family.
With the addition of four new units, the Microlectric® CO Series
now includes a full range of single- and multiple-position models
with main breaker options of 60, 70, 100, 125, 150 and 200 A.
All units are manufactured in Canada and are CSA certified for
use in all Canadian provinces.
Download the brochure at www.tnb.ca or simply scan the QR code.

Microlectric® CO Series.
The most complete range of combination
meter sockets and breaker units.

®

Microlectric . The solutions you need, the quality you trust.
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Ontario Electrical League
The Ontario Electrical League is a non-profit, provincial organization,
dedicated to its Chapters, with over 2,200 members from the
electrical industry. League members include electrical contractors,
electricians, apprentices, electrical utilities, electrical generators, Hydro
One Networks Inc., Electrical Safety Authority, electrical inspectors,
electrical distributors, manufacturers, manufacturers’ representatives,
consulting engineers, educators and service companies. The League’s
role is to represent, communicate, educate and promote Ontario’s
electrical industry through Chapter meetings, Dialogue magazine, the
League’s website, conferences, seminars, trade shows, promotional
programs and community activities.
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Making strides together

T

hese are some exciting times for
us at OEL. We have an engaged
membership that is hungry for
information. With all the new changes
it’s hard to understand how anyone in the
electrical business doesn’t belong to an
organization like ours to stay on top of this
ever-changing and fast-paced industry.
The value of being part of an organization
like the OEL is not just nominal, you can
save a ton of money when you go through
any of our program partners, but that’s
just monetary value. Real value comes in
the people you meet and the information
you learn from each other. Being able to
grow your network of friends to include
professionals in your field is valuable
because we all look out for each other and
learn from each other. This is value you
cannot put a price on. Getting involved in
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Connect with oeleague

your chapter’s work or lending a hand in
one of many OEL committees is a great way
to give back to your peers.
I personally want to thank all the
volunteers for their dedication and time
to participate in each board and numerous
other committees.
We’ve come a long way and I’m proud
to stand alongside each of you and call you
my friends. Your passion for the industry
and your enthusiasm for the quality of your
work is what has brought the OEL to what
it is today, and I couldn’t be prouder of
what we’ve achieved.
Sincerely,

Follow @OEL3

T

he OEL has just completed another
successful
Electrical
Industry
Conference. Special thanks once
again to our presenting sponsor, Hydro One
Networks, and to our platinum sponsors:
Sturdy Power Lines and Federated
Insurance. This year, our delegates were
exposed to a variety of business knowledge
and information exchange with workshops
and presentations. New to this year’s
conference was our Lunch with the Experts,
where delegates were able to have a casual
conversation with the experts on a variety
of relevant and leading-edge topics. Look
for details in this issue. The planning has
already begun for next year’s conference in
St. Thomas, with our Elgin Chapter. Next
year will be their first time hosting and we
hope to see you there.
On August 12, 2015 our 18th Annual
Industry Golf Tournament will be taking
place at the beautiful Nobleton Lakes Golf
Club. This is a great opportunity to come
out and meet your fellow OEL members
and industry professionals from across the
province.

In September, we are hosting our Chapter
Leaders Conference at the Glen House
Resort in Gananoque. This conference
brings together leaders from the various
chapters to meet for a day of learning,
information sharing and fun.
Also this fall, look for OEL’s training
sessions on the new Z462-15 CSA Standard.
Details are being finalized and will be
available soon.
2015 started with a lot of transition
at the Provincial Office in an effort to
provide more services, delivered with
greater efficiency, to enhance your member
experience. We are looking forward to a
strong second half of 2015.
Enjoy your summer.
Regards,

Stephen Sell, President, OEL
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Precision Electric

“Nobody typically ends up on
the path that they started on.
I’m weird in that way because
I’ve wanted to be an electrician
since I was 18.”

the Contract Committee alongside some
incredible talent.
“It’s an impressive team environment.
Halton Skills Competition. Huckins
I’ve always been interested, but in the last
has shown through his experience
year I’ve had more time and been able to
and efforts that every electrician
volunteer on the committee,” Huckins
can make a lasting difference in
said.
the life of those coming into the
He’s really enjoyed sitting at the table
industry.
– Scott Huckins, Precision Electric
and providing input to representatives
“We try to help out where we
of the Electrical Safety Authority and the
can,” he said.
In addition to volunteering to judge the Halton Skills Ontario College of Trades, some of which have been accepted and
Competition, Huckins has also been involved in a school board reflected in industry initiatives.
Interestingly, it was an inspector who initially approached
initiative (Men As Career Coaches) that pairs professionals with
Huckins and encouraged him to consider active membership in
senior students for a day of mentoring and career guidance.
the OEL. Huckins said this chance conversation has brought
“I’ve done it every year since its inception,” Huckins said.
Behind this considerable volunteer effort is a desire to see about many benefits to his business from information sharing to
his industry grow, particularly in the face of growing demand relationship building.
“I’m happy he did. It’s helped develop my relationship with the
and signs of a shrinking pool of tradespeople. Precision Electric
is currently working on a six-to-eight week waiting list for their inspectors, which is huge,” Huckins said.
Precision Electric services residential and commercial clients,
clients who willingly accept this lag time for quality service. While
quality work is one of the things Precision Electric has built its and has been installing energy saving products, such as LED
name on since opening in 1994, Huckins knows his waiting list is lights, for eight years. They have become a trusted professional
not unusual in his field and points to one reason for this: “I think resource for any job no matter how big or small. Next year,
there’s a lack of skilled trades right now. Everything in the world Huckins hopes to add another professional to his crew so he can
better serve his customers. For more information on Precision
runs on electricity, and we need more electricians.”
His desire to see positive change in the electricians’ field has Electric, please go to www.precisionelectric.ca or call 416-564led the Milton professional to the OEL where he has worked with 9766 to speak to Scott.
Continued from page 1

Tri County Chapter
Continued from page 1

“We want to see what we
can do” Mal McEachern,
Tri County chapter.

Incorporated to create the Weigh Your
Scrap and Give Back program. The
have been out at various locations since the spring.
program encourages contractors to call
“The fact that they [Reclaim Solutions Inc]
Reclaim Solutions Inc. and have them
can . . weigh it right there is huge,” expresses
weigh their scrap material and convert
McEachern.
it into cash on site. At this point, the
The foundation recently spoke to the Tri County
contractor has the option to donate all
chapter membership about their work and the
or a portion of the scrap’s cash value
importance of donors such as those who are taking
to the BCHS Foundation. McEachern
part in this program.
emphasizes that the amount to be donated
BCHS Foundation purchases necessary
is entirely up to the individual contractor.
equipment for both the Brantford General Hospital
“I think we’ve got a good partnership
“Brad Cooper of B.J. Cooper and
and for The Willets, Paris. Items such as Geriatric
with the three organizations. We want to Sons Electrical deliver their scrap
Chairs, Ventilators ($56,000 each), Vital Signs
see what we can do,” McEachern said.
barrel” – Submitted photo
Monitors, Glidescopes and event Critical Care
The opportunity to receive such
valuable support from the professional contractors in their Beds ($30,000 each) are all urgently needed and not funded by
the ministry. The Tri County chapter recognizes the vital service
community is a win-win for BCHS Foundation.
“The BCHS Foundation is excited to be involved in this both the hospital and Willets, Paris provides to the community,
wonderful initiative. . . we are grateful to the many companies and hopes this new program will provide regular quarterly
and individuals who have already signed up to participate in donations on behalf of electrical contractors from the region.
“There isn’t really anybody, at some point of life, that will not
the Weigh Your Scrap and Give Back Program,” says Sherri
need the hospital for something,” McEachern said.
Bocchini, president and CEO, BCHS Foundation.
Scrap metal is a common waste product from job sites. The
Keith McIntyre, of Neighbourhood Electric, has donated 10
green drums, which will be used to collect the scrap metal at Tri County chapter felt this program was a positive way to be
participating sites. These drums feature the program’s logo and active in their community.
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News

OEL member poised to take
voice to Parliament Hill
By: Stacey Roy
alter Pamic’s years of experience lobbying for the needs of
electricians through the Ontario Electrical League (OEL)
has turned out to be a stepping stone to a new potential
career in politics, as the Ottawa businessman prepares for his bid in
the federal riding of Kanata-Carleton.
Pamic, of Power-Tek Electrical Services Inc., joined the OEL in
2002 hoping to keep informed and make contacts, but he got so
much more.
Belonging to the OEL has “helped me tremendously. They’ve given
me an incredible amount of experience,” Pamic said.
For the past eight years, Pamic has been chair of the Government
Relations Committee within the OEL, and for the last year has sat as
chair of board for Merit Ontario, an advocacy group for open shop
construction. Pamic has worked hard with the OEL on ongoing files
such as the College of Trades and apprenticeship rules alongside
Richard Cullis, Rick Charron and OEL Chair, Dave Ackison.
“Members benefit from strong mentoring relationships with many
great leaders at the OEL,” Pamic said.
Ackison spoke of Pamic’s efforts during this year’s OEL Electrical
Industry Conference in Huntsville, Ontario, where he urged members
to find some way to support the first-time political hopeful.
Pamic has met many personal friends within the OEL, many of
whom helped him raise the funds needed for his nomination campaign.
The Ottawa area businessman hasn’t had a chance to see many of his
friends as his regular efforts on the election trail has kept him with
his nomination campaign team in his riding of Kanata-Carleton. Each
weekend Pamic knocks on doors and talks to residents about his key
messages: Building a strong and healthy economy; lowering taxes; and
getting tough on crime by taking steps to prevent tragedies.
“I truly believe if small businesses are doing well then our economy
provincially, regionally and across our country will do well also,”
Pamic said.
It was the Tory’s stance on reducing red tape and putting more
money back in the hands of citizens and business owners that inspired
Pamic to action many years ago within the Conservative Party of
Canada.
“I’ve always been involved in one way or another. As a business
owner you have no choice but to get involved in politics when so
much of what you do is shaped through regulations,” Pamic said.
He sits on the board of directors for his local riding association,
which has come out to support him in a big way in his run for
nomination. The OEL member notes that about 70 per cent of the
political board has given him their support. This may be in part
because Pamic has lived in the area longer than his other competitors
combined, and that he supports Conservative priorities, including the
failed mandatory minimum penalties for firearms law that was struck
down by the Supreme Court of Canada.
“I’d like to see these types of laws . . actually enforced,” Pamic said.
At the same time, he supports mentoring programs for youth that
breaks the cycle at home, and has been proven to reduce the chance

W

Walter Pamic, chair of the OEL’s
Government Relations Committee
has recently thrown his hat in
the ring as MP of the
Kanata-Carleton riding.

of criminal behaviour later in life. Ultimately, his goal is to ensure his
neighbours and family are safe on the streets and in their business.
Pamic feels the best way to do this is by being proactive in removing
dangerous criminals from society so that the public and police officers
can return to their families safely.
“I have a tremendous amount of respect for the men and women
who serve,” Pamic said.
Back in 1981 Pamic studied police foundations at Algonquin
College in Ottawa, intent on putting the uniform on, but an
unexpected recession in his graduating year of 1983 shifted his fate
towards the electrical business, and Pamic hasn’t looked back since.
He asks his OEL friends to spread the word about his candidacy
and encourage everyone they know in the Kanata-Carleton riding to
sign up for a membership with him and then come out and support
him on nomination day. The nomination date has been called in
the Kanata-Carleton riding. Results of this vote were not known by
deadline this issue.

SPSS believes in building a long-term

partnership with its clients in order to establish
health & safety as part of the company’s culture.

Our Services Include:

• Health and Safety Policies
and Program Development
• Employee orientation
• Training
• Site inspections
• Accident Investigation
• Phone or email consultation
• Site-specific Safety Plans
• Audits

www.spsafetysolutions.com
1-866-860-4103
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New resource allows
electricians to engage in
professional ‘Community’
By: Sam Loggia

E

very day, we North Americans take for granted that the
products in our homes are safe; that when we plug in
an appliance it will work and perform as intended, and
when we turn on the tap water will flow. But these things don’t
happen by accident. A complex system of codes and standards
provide a mostly invisible foundation for the safe and sustainable
implementation of these various technologies that we use and
interact with every day.
At CSA Group, safety and sustainability are at the core of
what we do. In fact, our company mission is to, “Create a better,
safer, more sustainable world where standards work for people
and business.” This is the goal of more than 1,800 CSA Group
employees in 14 countries around the world. In support of this,
CSA Group has more than 3,000 standards and codes in 54
technology areas.

The newly introduced Enhanced level for the
electrical community allows you to connect
with technical experts and provides a
convenient option to view the Canadian
Electrical Code, Part I, a foundation of the
Canadian electrical safety system.
– Sam Loggia, manager of standards, CSA Group
As a member-based association, CSA Group relies on the
expert contributions of our over 9,000 volunteer committee
members to develop these standards and codes that keep
us healthy, safe and make our world more sustainable. Our
members are our most valuable resource, and we work hard to
provide them with the tools to support their productivity and the
systems to grow our membership.
Ensuring that these codes and standards work requires
the efforts and contributions of a broad range of stakeholders
representing a variety of desired outcomes. In other words, it
takes a community!
CSA Communities is a dedicated online resource where you
can discover new ideas, connect with other users of standards,
collaborate on the development of new projects and show your
support of standards-related activities. CSA Communities allow
you to demonstrate your technical expertise, share your experience
or simply access the incredible depth of knowledge of fellow
members. Through this platform, you can network and make new
6 Dialogue • June 2015

connections, or learn more about something totally new.
CSA Communities help us engage with our members and the
public in ways never before possible. CSA Group committee
members have access to private, online work spaces where they
can share information, review technical content and collaborate
in standards development activities allowing committees to work
efficiently and effectively.
Within each of the industry specific communities you will find
open discussion forums, valuable standards information, links to
regulatory authorities, opportunities to participate in standardsrelated activities and more. The sectors represented range from
electrical and health care to oil and gas and sustainability. More
recently an Emerging Professionals forum has been launched.

Community benefits
The Occupational Health & Safety, Energy Efficiency and
Nuclear communities offer access to select standards referenced
in Canadian legislation. The newly introduced Enhanced level for
the electrical community allows you to connect with technical
experts and provides a convenient option to view the Canadian
Electrical Code, Part I, a foundation of the Canadian electrical
safety system. There is also additional exclusive content.
At any level joining CSA Communities provides a great
opportunity to get involved in standards-related activities,
learn more about membership opportunities and share your
knowledge. For those that want to take the next step, committee
membership opportunities may be explored through the various
calls for participation and on the CSA website found below.
CSA Communities are focused on improving our members’
experience, as well as engaging different perspectives and finding
new members to participate in the important work of developing
safety and performance standards. CSA Group members make
a real difference in the life and work of North Americans …and
now so can you.
Please join us in the discussions on the CSA Group
Communities – exercise your technical expertise, share your
experience and access the knowledge of fellow community and
committee members. Make new connections in the technical
areas that interest you, and perhaps find other areas that pique
your interest.
Discover. Connect. Collaborate! Learn more about CSA
Group Communities at http://csagroup.org/communities.
Sam Loggia is a Manager of Standards at CSA Group
based in Toronto, Ontario.

Education

Heat stress and your health
By: The Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety

W

hether you work in a hot smelting plant or outdoors in
the summer months, heat exposure can be dangerous.
For people working outdoors in jobs such as construction,
summer sunshine provides a hot environment, which can potentially
overwhelm your body’s ability to deal with heat.

What is heat stress?
Heat stress is a build up of body heat generated from a combination
of the effort you exert while working, the environment (air
temperature, humidity, air movement, radiation from the sun, or
hot surfaces/sources), and the clothing and equipment you wear.
Very hot environments can increase your internal body
temperature several degrees above the normal temperature of
37°C, overwhelming your body’s natural cooling systems and
leading to a variety of serious and possibly fatal conditions.

Illnesses caused by heat exposure
The risk of heat-related illness is different for each person. You
are at greater risk of heat stress if you have pre-existing health
issues (e.g. overweight, heart disease, high blood pressure,
or respiratory disease), are 65 years of age or older, or take

medications that may be affected by extreme heat. Also, you may
be more susceptible to heat if you have skin diseases or rashes.
Heat stress puts workers at risk for illnesses such as heat
cramps, heat syncope, heat exhaustion, and heat stroke. Heat
can also lead to accidents resulting from the slipperiness of
sweaty palms, and from accidental contact with hot surfaces. As
a worker moves from a cold to a hot environment, fogging of
eye glasses can briefly obscure vision, presenting a safety hazard.

Prevention tips for employers
Heat related fatalities affect Canadian workers every year. As an
employer you must manage this risk by evaluating the situation
and determining the appropriate controls. Depending on the
workplace, a heat stress control program may be necessary.
1. Take time to train your workers on the serious health
risks of heat illness, how to avoid it, how to recognize the
symptoms and what to do if it happens.
2. Demonstrate your commitment to worker health by
allowing some flexibility in work arrangements during hot
conditions. If possible, schedule heavy tasks, and work that
requires personal protective equipment (PPE), for cooler
times such as early mornings or evenings.
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Hydro One initiatives keep pace
with changing industry
By Michele Finney,
Provincial Lines Customer Advisor,
Kingston Service Centre
Edited by Lorianna De Giorgio,
Corporate Communications, May 2015

H

ere is a recap of some of the
initiatives and programs Hydro
One has introduced over the
last six months.
Each April Hydro One helps to
mark Dig Safe month by promoting
“Call Before You Dig,” Ontario One
Call (ON1Call) and the Ontario
Regional Common Ground Alliance
(ORCGA). The month’s mandate is to
promote damage prevention and safe
excavation across Ontario. Since Bill 8 was passed in 2012,
making it law to call before you dig, infrastructure owners across
the province, including Hydro One have become members of
Ontario One Call. Notably, Hydro One joined Ontario One
Call in March 2012 – two years before industry regulation was
implemented in June 2014. Over the years, Hydro One has seen
the volume of locates rise significantly. In 2011 we completed

108,660 locates. That number jumped to
more than 197,000 locates in 2014.
In related news, Hydro One signed our
first Alternate Locate Agreement (ALA) with
Bell in March 2015. ALAs are contractual
agreements between a facility owner (Hydro
One) and an excavator (Bell) that allows the
excavator to proceed with their excavation
work without receiving a traditional field
locate. Bell technicians are now allowed to
dig up to 12”(one foot) with an insulated
hand shovel without requiring a locate from
Hydro One (this only applies to distribution
cables). In the future, we will look at the
possibility of signing additional ALAs to
other excavators.
Additionally, Hydro One has implemented a few initiatives in
the last six months to better manage requests and better utilize
our resources. One of these changes include the introduction of
completing “all clears” from Hydro One’s field business centres.
For more information on Hydro One’s support of ON1Call,
visit www.hydroone.com/MYHOME/STAYSAFE/Pages/
Callbeforeyoudig.aspx

News

Province launches public consultations
on labour laws
By: the Ontario Ministry of Labour

T

his spring, Ontario launched public consultations on the
changing nature of the modern workplace.
These consultations will focus on how the Labour
Relations Act, 1995 and Employment Standards Act, 2000
could be amended to best protect workers while supporting
businesses in our changing economy.
Workplace trends that will be examined include:
• The increase in non-standard working relationships such as
temporary jobs, part-time work, and self-employment
• The rising prominence of the service sector
• Globalization and trade liberalization
• Accelerating technological change
• Greater workplace diversity
It’s important to note that non-standard employment
(which includes part-time, temporary, self-employment and
job sharing) has grown almost twice as fast as standard
employment since 1997.
Two special advisors are leading the consultations:
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C. Michael Mitchell, formerly of Sack Goldblatt Mitchell LLP,
and the Honourable John C. Murray, a former justice of the
Ontario Superior Court and prominent management labour
lawyer. Following the conclusions of the consultations, the
advisors will provide the government with a written report and
recommendations.
“Our government agrees with business and workers who
want our laws to recognize the realities of the modern
economy. The special advisors will engage with Ontarians so
we can ensure our workplace laws strike the right balance in
the new world of work, and I look forward to reading their
report,” said Minister of Labour Kevin Flynn.
Reviewing the changing nature of the workplace is part of
the government’s economic plan for Ontario. The four-part
plan is building Ontario up by investing in people’s talents and
skills, building new public infrastructure like roads and transit,
creating a dynamic, supportive environment where business
thrives and building a secure savings plan so everyone can
afford to retire.

Research

Contracting author, Ron
Coleman’s new read explores
the art of selling your business

Minimum wage increase slated
for fall implementation

E

O

xit Ready is Ron Coleman’s newest book for the working
contractor. This book focuses on owner/managed
Canadian trade contractors and their plans to hand off
their business upon retirement. It is believed that 74 per cent
of Canadian contractors want to exit their businesses within the
next 10 years.
Surveys show that Canadian contractors are unprepared
for exiting their business, and most have inflated ideas of their
businesses valuation.
Coleman’s book offers to show contractors what it takes
to prepare your contracting business for sale and how to find
the right buyer. Buyers will also find the book valuable in
evaluating opportunities for buying into a business. Exit Ready
is available from Coleman’s website (see below), via email at
info@ronaldcoleman.ca or on Kindle.
Ron Coleman is a professional accountant, certified management
consultant and professional speaker based in Vancouver, B.C. He
works exclusively with trade and specialty contractors.
For more information on Coleman please visit him at www.
ronaldcoleman.ca.

Submitted by the Ontario Ministry of Labour
ntario is raising the general minimum wage from
$11 to $11.25 per hour, effective October 1, 2015.
“Our government has taken politics out of minimum
wage increases while ensuring wages for Ontario workers keep
pace with inflation and businesses have time to prepare for
payroll changes. This puts more money in people’s pockets,
gives our businesses predictability and helps build a more
prosperous economy, while ensuring a fair society for all,” says
Minister of Labour Kevin Flynn.
Minimum wage rates for jobs in special categories (liquor
servers, homeworkers, students, etc.) are also increasing at
the same time.
The increase is the result of recent changes to the
Employment Standards Act, 2000 (ESA) that tie minimumwage increases to Ontario’s Consumer Price Index (CPI). This
was recommended by the Minimum Wage Advisory Panel in
its final report last year and was enacted in legislation last fall.
This is the ninth minimum wage increase since 2003.
Increasing the minimum wage in a fair and predictable
manner is part of the government’s economic plan for Ontario.
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What the law says about drug and
alcohol testing in the workplace
By: Sarah Greenhalgh, Sherrard Kuzz LLP

E

mployer’s concerns of drug and alcohol use in
the electrical industry are heightened due to the
“safety-sensitive” nature of the work. Relying
on drug and alcohol testing to control substance use might seem
attractive, but it’s not without restrictions or risk.

Restrictions of testing
In Ontario, courts and arbitrators have held that an employer seeking
to test its workforce for drugs and alcohol that must be able to
demonstrate the method of testing provides an effective assessment
of the worker’s current level of impairment.
Unfortunately, many methods of drug testing cannot detect
current impairment; only that a drug is present in the body (including
a trace level from several days or weeks prior, having no therapeutic
effect). Even when testing can confirm current impairment, the
results are not obtained immediately and so the purpose of the drug
test is frustrated.
Alcohol testing is different. It identifies current impairment, and
for that reason is generally accepted where there are grounds to
suspect an employee is impaired on the job.

Random testing
In 2013, the Supreme Court of Canada decided that in a unionized
workplace random drug and alcohol testing is a serious infringement
on personal privacy, and will not be permitted unless the workplace
is considered dangerous and there is “cogent direct non-anecdotal
evidence from that workplace” of a drug or alcohol problem.
In a non-unionized workplace, while there is no collective
agreement to import a right to privacy, workers have successfully
relied on human rights legislation to argue that a policy of random
testing is invalid because it requires too high a level of personal
intrusion. That said, where there is evidence of rampant abuse of
drugs or alcohol in the workplace, testing may be justified in order to
protect the health and safety of workers.

Pre-employment and pre-access testing
An employer may wish to test an individual before hiring or
permitting access to the workplace. However, this type of testing
is generally impermissible on the basis it is akin to random testing.
However, similar to random testing, there are some exceptions.
Pre-employment or pre-access testing may be permitted if there is
sufficient evidence of heavy use of drugs or alcohol in the workplace
or some additional demonstrable need to justify the otherwise
recognized invasion of privacy inherent in such testing.

Conduct-based testing
Where the workplace has an appropriate policy in place, conductbased testing (testing triggered by the actions of an employee) is
permissible in three circumstances:
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1. In a safety-sensitive position following an incident or near miss
when all other causes have been investigated and ruled out;
2. As a condition of return to work following a positive test; or
3. Where there is cause to suspect an employee is impaired at work.

Disability under the Code and the duty to accommodate
Under the Code, substance dependency may be considered a
“disability” that must be accommodated. In practical terms this
means that if an employer chooses to implement a testing policy it
must incorporate the principles of accommodation (to the point of
undue hardship to the employer).
Accommodation entails an objective, individualized assessment of
the facts; not generalized assumptions or an automatic dismissal or
withdrawal of an offer of employment or access to a site.
What constitutes undue hardship is workplace specific, though
the burden of proof falls to the employer. The Human Rights Tribunal
of Ontario considers two principal factors: (i) health and safety risks
to the individual requesting accommodation, other employees and
the general public; and (ii) cost, including the present cost of carrying
out accommodation and reasonably foreseeable costs.
Arbitrators tend to show a little more leeway and have considered
factors such as: health and safety, history of other accommodation,
prognosis of the employee’s recovery, the size of the employer, cost,
and the availability of an alternative position for the individual.

The future of drug and alcohol testing
In 2015, the Supreme Court of Canada is expected to release a
decision that may put to bed any lingering confusion in this area.
A unionized employer has argued that its random testing policy is
valid because its worksite is inherently dangerous and there is direct
evidence of a sustained and serious substance abuse problem at that
site. This includes the fact that three of the seven workers who have
died at the site since 2000 were each under the influence of drugs or
alcohol at the time of their death.
This case offers a rare opportunity for the court to define what
constitutes a significant enough substance abuse problem in the
workplace to meet the high threshold for random testing. If the
court disagrees with the employer, and random testing is found
impermissible at that worksite, the already restrictive conditions in
which unionized employees may be randomly tested will be narrowed
even further.
We will continue to monitor this area of the law and keep our
readers updated.
The information contained in this article is provided for general
information purposes only and does not constitute legal or other
professional advice. Reading this article does not create a lawyerclient relationship. Readers are advised to seek specific legal
advice from Sherrard Kuzz LLP (or other legal counsel) in relation
to any decision or course of action contemplated.

Loss Prevention

Building a safety culture, from A to Z
By: Richard Frost, CIP, CRM. Federated Insurance
“Companies that have implemented comprehensive safety and
health programs experience one-fifth to one-third of the number of
lost work days as similar firms without programs.”
-- U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration

I

t’s one thing to implement a safety program within an organization.
It’s another thing for an organization to adopt an active, vibrant
culture of safety. A successful safety culture is supported by senior
management, followed by everyone in the business, and covers all
aspects of what the employees do.

“Y” is a safety culture important?
By keeping your employees safe they will be healthier, happier, do
better work, and make your business a better place. In addition,
worker safety is a legal obligation. Federal legislation, Bill C-45,
became law on March 31, 2004 and modified the Criminal Code of
Canada to create a legal duty for all persons directing the work of
others to take reasonable steps to ensure the safety of workers and the
public. Under Bill C-45, the maximum fine for a summary conviction
offence is $100,000. For the more serious, indictable offences, there is
no limit on the fine that can be imposed on an organization.
Fines, penalties, etc. are the tangible costs to not having a safety
culture, but what about the intangible costs?
How do they affect your business?
• Hiring and training costs for new
employees due to high turnover.
• Reduced reputation because of publicized
accidents or work violations.
• Increased insurance costs because of the
losses.

A safety culture starts with three letters:
“C”, “E”, “O”
Safety starts at the top. It is important that
senior management fully and actively support
safety initiatives, and involve employees at all
levels of the organization when establishing
safety initiatives.

you can send a consistent message to the employees. No department,
division, or individual can be exempt when it comes to building
a culture of safety. Employees need to be thinking about safety in
everything they do.
Likewise, safety cannot only be enforced when it is convenient.
To scrap safety protocol during a busy season or when “the boss
needs something done” does not reinforce the importance of safety or
develop the culture.

“B” consistent in talking about safety
Safety should be an ongoing conversation. There is a direct relationship
between employee safety and the prevention of any loss.
At Federated Insurance, we believe loss prevention is a critical
component of your Risk Management Program. For more information,
contact our Loss Prevention Department at 1-800-665-1934, or visit
our website at www.federated.ca.
The information provided is intended to be general in nature, and may
not apply in your province. The advice of independent legal or other
business advisors should be obtained in developing forms and procedures
for your business. The recommendations are designed to reduce the risk
of loss, but should not be construed as eliminating any risk or loss.
Richard Frost, CIP, CRM, is Federated Insurance’s Loss Prevention
Consultant for Special Risks and Associations.

Knowing your
business matters.
Look to Federated Insurance for your
business, home, life, disability, critical
illness and group insurance needs.

Walk the talk
To develop a safety culture within a business,
all must play by the same rules at all times.
If business leaders enforce safety measures
on the employees, and consistently follow
them. These procedures will be quickly
embraced and are more likely be followed
when management is not around.

Call 1.800.665.1934 today and speak
to a Risk Services Coordinator.

“N”-force it everywhere, every time

www.federated.ca

Consider all the aspects of what your business
does when implementing safety protocol so
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Applauding excellence in our industry
“If you haven’t seen passion you haven’t seen Richard in action,”
recalls Jim Graham, a friend and 30 year colleague to Cullis.
Rick Charron spoke of the level of learning he experienced
alongside Cullis during their shared time on the Contractor’s
Committee.
“He was somebody who pushed you beyond where you wanted
to be,” Charron said.

Inspector of the Year Award

Jim Graham, Cullis’ close friend (left) and Jackie Strachen, Cullis’ daughter,
proudly present Glenn Sturdy with this year’s Richard Cullis Leadership Award
of Distinction during the 2015 Electrical Industry Conference in Huntsville.

Glenn Sturdy receives Richard Cullis Leadership
Award of Distinction
Glenn Sturdy began attending OEL meetings alongside his father,
and eventually assumed the responsibility of membership, which
he continues to be actively involved in. During the April 30
awards night at Deerhurst Resort in Huntsville, Ontario he was
acknowledged for his willingness to give back to his industry.
“If you ask him for help with anything he’s always there,” says
OEL Chair Dave Ackison.
Last year, Sturdy served as past chair on the OEL’s Board of
Directors and is still an active member of the Contractor Committee.
He sits on the Section 75 Advisory Committee and is the acting
president of the York North OEL Chapter. Sturdy thanked his peers
for the honour, which came as an unexpected and pleasant surprise.
“I’m very honoured. It was awesome to have known Richard. He
did teach me a lot,” Sturdy said.
The successful businessman recalls a passionate Cullis during one
of his first Contractor Committee meetings. He was impressed with
how much Cullis cared about his peers and aspired to match this
passion himself.
The nomination committee for the award felt that Sturdy has
achieved this goal, and presented him with the Richard Cullis
Leadership Award of Distinction.
The Richard Cullis award is presented annually to someone who
has made an outstanding contribution to the industry. The evening
was an opportunity to thank many volunteers who help keep the
OEL going strong.
Jackie Strachan, daughter of the late Richard Cullis, attended this
year’s awards to thank the organization for keeping her father’s desire
for change and energy alive.
“It’s really neat to be here and relive his memory,” Strachan said.
Many individuals had kind words to share about Cullis and his
contributions to the OEL.
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Last year, the OEL wanted to recognize the many ESA members
for their dedication and drive in making sure our industry is well
informed, safe and compliant, and for making sure that there is
always someone that can be turned to for questions.
The list of past and present ESA inspectors, senior inspectors,
technical advisors and other ESA staff who have supported the OEL
have directly improved our member’s businesses.
Victor Becker was announced as this year’s winner for OEL’s
Inspector of the Year Award.
“Many contractors often turn to him for advice. He looks after
us but never compromises the code. He makes you feel like a team
player not just another contractor,” quotes OEL Chair Dave Ackison.
The room gave Becker a standing ovation as he walked on stage
to accept his award.
In addition to going above and beyond for fellow electrical
professionals, Becker is always on the look out for opportunities
to share the “hire a licensed electrical contractor” message with
the public, and ensures OEL members are at the forefront of that
campaign. Examples include last Christmas’ electrical safety ad in the
local paper and the home show this past April.
“He’s one of those people that make working within the
parameters of the trade a pleasure,” notes a fellow electrician and
peer. “He makes you feel like a team member not just another
contractor.”

Victor Becker (right) accepts the Inspector of the Year Award from OEL
Chairman, Dave Ackison April 30 at the annual Electrical Industry
Conference in Huntsville, Ontario.

Hall of Fame
This year’s Hall of Fame inductees were selected in recognition of
their individual contributions to the organization.
Raymond Faith’s passion for
community involvement lead
him to the OEL in 1989,
and in following his father’s
footsteps, joined the OEL in
1989, serving as the Upper
Canada Chapter as president
from 2001-2004. Raymond
Raymond Faith accepts his plaque
believes that the OEL provides
from Rick Charron.
a network of opportunities for
young electricians to become
educated and informed and
helps position and strengthen
the electrical contractors,
as a whole, within Ontario.
Barrett Rutherford was one of
the founding members of the
Durham chapter. His dedication
resulted in him being involved
Barrett Rutherford (right) thanks OEL with
Durham’s executive
Chair Dave Ackison for his induction
for approximately 15 years,
into the Hall of Fame.
taking on the role of chapter
president twice during his tenure. Barrett believes that every member
deserved to belong to a strong chapter and is integrally involved
in communicating the importance of being active within OEL’s
activities. Barrett strives to help members understand – that in order
to thrive and grow, we must be part of the process, this is crucial in
order to strengthen and help keep our industry strong.
Bert Snowden had always
been a strong supporter of
the OEL and greatly involved
in his local chapter. He
played a key role in Durham’s
executive committee as the
chapter president for at
least two terms, holding
Jack Sanders (right) accepted Bert
almost every position on
Snowden’s Hall of Fame plaque from
the executive at one time or
OEL Chair Dave Ackison.
another, and many of these
more than once. He never hesitated to get involved in the chapter’s
curling bonspiel and golf and was always the first to volunteer his time
and resources whenever the chapter was looking at new ways to help
or give back to the community. This year, the Durham chapter will be
celebrating its16th Annual Bert Snowden Memorial Golf Tournament,
and all funds raised are donated to Bert’s church in his memory.

Frank Heerkens is the
president of Dundas Power
Lines and has been an active
member of the OEL Upper
Canada chapter for over 35
years. He has held numerous
volunteer positions within the
chapter, which included being
the designated contractor
and chapter president from
1998 – 2000. He is active in
making sure that his voice is
Frank Heerkens award plaque was
heard on issues that affect his
accepted by his son, Jeremy Heerkens
(right), during the April 30 awards night. trade for the better. He also
currently serves on OCOT’s
Pole Line Trade Committee.
Jim Wilson has been
an active OEL participant
for over 35 years and is a
founding member of OEL’s
York North chapter. He was
also involved provincially
by being on the Board of
Directors back in 1997, the
Contractor Committee for
several years and he was the
Jim Wilson (right) thanks Glenn Sturdy
chair
of OEL’s Provincial Task
for his induction into the Hall of Fame.
Force. Jim is active with the
Canadian Sector Board Contractor with the International Association
of Electrical Inspectors and was one of the first to work on the
Contracting Licensing issue and also serves as the OEL representative
on ESA’s Advisory Committee.
Jenni Wilson retired from
Hydro One in 2010, after 31
years with the same employer,
but has not retired from
OEL. She remains a devoted
chapter member to date and
holds the record as the only
woman to sit in the position
of Chair on OEL’s Board of
Directors. Jenni worked with
Glenn Sturdy poses with Hall of Fame
the delegation in her efforts
inductee, Jenni Wilson.
to keep OEL thriving in a
time of hardship, committing to ensure the league was a strong and
viable organization. Together with the Board, they strategized ways to
support and grow OEL’s membership.
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Change your thoughts, change your life
By: Stacey Roy
hen it comes to achieving bigger profit margins and greater
success in business the battle begins and ends in your
mind.
That is what Gus Takkale, inspirational speaker and author, told
the Electrical Industry Conference delegates during this year’s spring
event in Huntsville, Ontario.
“I want you guys to raise your standards; to stretch just a bit,”
Takkale said.
He encouraged contractors
to see their goals and objectives
as achievable so that their mind
and body would complete the
work needed to make this
thought a reality. Takkale noted
some of the most successful
businesses were started in a
recession because their owners
were part of the 10 per cent
who did things differently and
seized the opportunities.
“To me, tough times are only
someone’s opinion, not mine,”
Takkale said.
The average person makes
Gus Takkale highlights the four
between
300-350 decisions a
cornerstone elements needed for
day
with
their outcome largely
businesses owners to change their
depends
on what they tell
habits and their results towards
themselves
all the time.
success. Takkale spoke at the 2015
Since
the
mind can’t tell
Electrical Industry Conference hosted
what
is
real
and
what is not,
by the OEL in Huntsville, Ontario.
Takkale challenges business
owners to stretch themselves a little bit mentally so they may achieve
it physically.
“Your mind lives where you want it to focus,” he said.
A big part of achieving this is removing the fear of failure.
“If you’re not ready to fail, you’re not ready to succeed,” Takkale
said.

W

He urges people to see their failures in a positive light. Takkale
drew the audience’s attention to the core of his entire approach to
successful business in four simple steps:

1. Thought
Change your mind’s focus to change your results

2. Feeling
If you are in a bad mood your behaviour will reflect this. Takkale
said it takes no more than 90 seconds to change your mood. You
simply need to focus on something that is more positive and forget
the negative.

3. Behaviours
If you behave poorly then the results are bound to be negative.

4. Results
In order to shift this formula and make it work for your business,
Takkale has armed you with four tools for your journey:
Aim high Raise your objective by 10 per cent each time to ensure
you are growing in a positive way, but be sure they are all reasonable
aims.
Believe Every successful person has faced their share of adversity, but
continued to push through it because they believed in themselves and
what they were doing.
PHP Purpose, Hunger and Passion. What is your purpose in life?
Once this is clear, you can develop the hunger and passion needed
to be successful.
E-word This is excuses, which Takkale likens to lies. “The minute you
take responsibility you grant yourself the strength and the power to
change,” Takkale said.
Takkale has written three books: The 5 C’s of Change, The Road
and The Cave, which comes out this season. For more information
on his services, please go to www.gustakkale.com.

Join the OEL Community. Follow us on:
ONTARIO ELECTRICAL LEAGUE
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Connect with oeleague

Follow @OEL3

Find Ontario Electrical League

Expect more safety regulations in the future:

Safety panel suggests

Members of the Safety Panel took their seats April 30 at the Electrical Industry Conference hosted by the Ontario Electrical League at Deerhurst Resort,
Huntsville. From left to right: Bill Smeaton, Hydro One; Stan Pokrywa, SP Safety Solutions; Scott Saint, ESA; Diane Laranja, Sherrard Kuzz LLP, and
Len Cicero, Lenco Training and Technical Services.

By: Stacey Roy
lectricians spoke out against the amount of safety regulations
being implemented in their industry following an informative
safety panel discussion on regulations that have or will be
implemented in Ontario.
Diane Laranja, of Sherrard Kuzz LLP, provided an OCHSA
update on unpaid workers, stating that the new Act now gives
unpaid workers protection and adds a further requirement for
employers to thoroughly train them before they begin on their job
site.
“What the amendment didn’t do, was transfer the cost of
temporary workers being injured on the job from the temp agency,
to the company responsible for the job site,” Laranja quoted, “but
this doesn’t mean it can’t be added in the future, it’s just something
to be mindful of.”
Laranja also updated delegates with the proposed changes to
rate premiums from WSIB’s framework, urging feedback from
the members since the proposed changes prominently affect their
business.
“That is a significant change,” says Laranja. “For most employers,
their rates will go up significantly.”
There was no known closing date for feedback on the proposed
changes, but Laranja estimated it could be implemented as early
as 2016-2017. She is urging all contractors to visit the WSIB
website (www.wsib.ca under Rate Framework Reform) to educate
themselves on what the new proposal aims to do and how the
transition period will affect their business. Contractors can also
email consultation_secretariat@wsib.on.ca for more details on how
to participate in the process.

E

Stan Pokrywa of SP Safety Solutions addressed the audience
about the new working at heights requirements and reviewed the
four steps of fall protection.
“Workers in Ontario are lacking training. We hope it will reduce
the number of incidents,” Pokrywa said.
Pokrywa urged every contractor to call and book their training
for safety at heights soon, as the province has an estimated 400,000
individuals to train in two years and only 14 approved trainers at
this time.
“I implore you, do not wait [until] the last year,” he said.
All workers will need to receive their individual training card
from the ministry by the spring of 2017. This training is only for
individuals who use personal protective equipment on the job,
but Pokrywa took it one step further and asked business owners
to include themselves in the training. This way, the owner will be
educated and understand what the equipment is for and why it is
so important.
According to Scott Saint, chief public safety officer for ESA,
Ontarians averaged five workplace electrical-related fatalities
annually in the last 10 years, with most deaths (85%) occurring
when workers were performing repair and maintenance, or new
construction.
“The electrical industry is a very unforgiving industry,” Saint said.
“The difference between a fatality and an injury is really just luck.”
At least four electricians are critically injured each year, on
average. Saint outlined four of ESA’s goals.
Continued 4
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Safety panel
Continued
1. Increase workers and employer’s awareness and understanding
of Z462 – which ESA is striving to have educational institutions
include the document in their training;
2. Encourage employers to support and enforce safe work;
3. Have all electrical workers adopt safe electrical work practices;
and
4. Ultimately reduce the number of non-critical contacts, critical
injuries and fatalities associated with electrical workers.
He finished his presentation by providing key recommendations
on how to improve workers safety through educators, employers and
the ministry.

Len Cicero of Lenco Training addressed the changes that will
impact the front line electrical worker in the CSA Z462 standard,
noting the major shift towards risk assessment and a review of the
arc flash tables.
Bill Smeaton of Hydro One gave a brief talk on multi-barrier
protections for high voltage jobs and the need to educate the
public on electrical safety.
“The hardest thing to do is remind the public not to be near
downed cable wires during an extensive storm event,” Smeaton
said.
Hydro One has found that members of the public tend to be
desensitized to the downed wires, which is how fatal
injuries can occur. It is estimated half of electrical deaths
in the province can be credited to downed wires.
To resolve this, Hydro One has implemented a school
education program and a mobile public information
center that can be used for public events.
“It’s an evolving program,” Smeaton said.
Louis Violo, chair of ECRA and First Vice in OEL
asked Hydro One to consider bringing a mobile safety
education unit to the first few days of a work site.
“I hadn’t thought about that at all. It’s a great
suggestion,” Smeaton said.

Mark Your Calendars
Electrical Industry Conference
May 11 to 14, 2016
Best Western Stoneridge Inn
and Conference Centre,
St. Thomas
Hosted by the Elgin and District Chapter
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Ontario counts on us.
Every day, the men and women of Hydro One
provide our customers with safe and reliable
electricity. If the lights go out, our crews are
there 24/7 to restore power as quickly as possible.
With connections in every corner of the province,
we are proud to be part of the communities where
we live and work.

www.HydroOne.com

Partners in Powerful Communities
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Licensing requirements defined
for photovoltaic installations
By: The Electrical Safety Authority (ESA)

W

hat’s considered electrical work when it comes to
photovoltaic (PV) installations? The simple answer is
that the Ontario Electrical Safety Code (OESC) covers
all portions of the PV installation. This means an application for
inspection (permit) is required for each installation.
Another common question is who is permitted to perform
the work associated with PV installations? In August 2013, the
Ontario College of Trades (OCOT) issued an information note
that outlines the requirements for an individual installing a PV
installation, which follows.

• An electrician is not required where the PV module or microinverter is approved with pre-assembled factory installed
insulated connectors, making the connections from module
to module, or module to micro inverters. This includes the
bonding of modules to frames where the bonding connections
are approved as snap-in connections.

PV installation licensing requirements diagram
The diagram below is an illustration of a PV installation and
outlines when work must be carried out by an electrician and
which part can be installed by a non-electrician or PV installer.

Topic: Position on Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Modules
Appendix A:
• An electrician is not required for the mounting of PV modules,
ground-mounted or mounted on the building and/or roof.
• Electrical connections must be performed by an electrician that
include combiner boxes, panel boards, micro-inverters that are
not assembled with factory installed connectors, utility switches
(lock out) and meter bases. This includes the grounding of the
systems and bonding of the frames to the ground.

Determining when an electrician is required or not comes down
to whether the PV module or micro-inverter is approved with
pre-assembled factory installed insulated connectors, making the
connections from module to module, or module to micro-inverters.
This does not require the work to be performed by an electrician.
All other work is required to be performed by an electrician. It is
important to note that in both cases there is a requirement to submit
an application for inspection with ESA.

OEL 18th Annual Industry
Golf Tournament
The Sonepar Advantage…
a network of experts working
together to create tailor-made
solutions for our customers!
visit us online

soneparcanada.com
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Wednesday August 12, 2015
Nobleton Lakes Golf Club
Visit www.oel.org for information and to register.

The Business of doing business

Small business welcomes province’s
red tape reduction initiative
By: The Canadian Federation of
Independent Business (CFIB)

results to the benefit of small businesses.
According to CFIB’s 2014 Canada’s Red
Tape Report, the total cost of complying
ne of the first things that the newly
with government rules and paperwork
formed Ontario government
reached $37.1 billion a year. The average
did was to re-introduce red
employee can spend more than 185 hours
tape accountability legislation which
each year just dealing with regulations in
mandates annual reporting by the
the smallest businesses.
government on its red tape reduction
The burden of excessive regulation is
initiatives. This legislation is based on
– The Canadian Federation of
also
deterring entrepreneurs, with 42 per
specific CFIB recommendations, and
Independent Business (CFIB).
cent of small business owners advising
was passed to ensure current and future
governments eliminate the burden of unnecessary red tape in their children not to start a business. Although not all regulation
order to help free up time and resources for small business is red tape, business owners say the regulatory problem could be
owners. Ontario joins British Columbia and Saskatchewan, cut by about 30 per cent, or $11 billion a year, with no negative
which have also taken action to legislate this kind of transparency. effects on health, safety or environmental goals.
CFIB remains committed to working with the government on
While this is a step in the right direction, the legislation
will only work if it produces specific, tangible and noticeable implementing the reforms that this legislation aims to achieve.

“In the smallest businesses,
the average employee can
spend more than a 185
hours just dealing with
regulations.”

O
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Milton Hydro gives reward to two
Community Energy Challenge
schools

Hydro One announces
three-year funding extension
for Aboriginal youth program

Milton Hydro, with the support of the
Ontario Power Authority (now part of the
Independent Electricity System Operator
IESO), presented Hawthorne Village and
Queen of Heaven schools with $750 each
in recognition of their participation in the
Community Energy Challenge program.
The program’s goal is to have students,
or schools, motivate homeowners to save
energy by registering for the program online
and providing them with their personal
energy reports.

Hydro One announced a three-year funding
extension for the Promoting Life Skills
in Aboriginal Youth (PLAY) program,
by Right To Play. Hydro One will invest
$100,000 each year to support after-school
programming, sport for development
activities, youth leadership and health and
wellness education.
Right To Play is a global organization, using
the transformative power of play to educate
and empower children facing adversity.

Ontario electrical
distributors merge

FUSETEK announces appointment
of Kirk Newton as eastern Ontario
Technical Sales Representative.

A merge has been finalized between Osso
Electric Supplies and Sesco. This move
was announced last year and will see Osso
Electric Supplies retain its name. Customers
from Hamilton to Kingston shouldn’t see any
changes from the merge.

FUSETEK National Sales Manager, Randy
Fillmore, announced the appointment of
Kirk Newton as eastern Ontario Technical
Sales Representative effective January 19,
2015. He can be contacted at (613) 3283872 or email kirk@fusetek.com.
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FUSETEK hires new Ontario
regional manager
FUSETEK announces the appointment of
Jarrod Pridham as Ontario regional sales
manager. He will be responsible for all
sales and sales representatives in Ontario
and will report directly to the national sales
manager.

Burlington Hydro building
cogeneration plant
Burlington Hydro Electric Inc. (BHEI)
has installed a portable natural gas Micro
Turbine Cogeneration Plant at their
Burlington office. Once interconnections
into the building’s electrical supply and
heating system have been completed, the
unit will commence operation, producing
90 kW of electricity and sufficient heat for
most of the BHEI building. BHEI is pleased
to donate the lumber from the structure’s
temporary shell at the construction site to
Habitat for Humanity Halton, where it will
be re-purposed.
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NEWS

Schneider Electric receives Power
of Profession Award
Schneider Electric has won SCM World’s
inaugural Power of Profession Award in
the ‘Talent Breakthrough of the Year’
category. SCM World (a supply chain
talent development partner) recognized
Schneider for its Supply Chain Edison
and Global Supply Chain Academy
programs, which were developed to
support a global transformation called
the Tailored Supply Chain. Over the last
two years this program has allowed the
company to realize a 27 per cent reduction
in customer dissatisfaction and a three
point increase in service level performance.

encourages proactive energy conservation contributing to greater customer
by urging customers to call on energy engagement,” said Eileen Campbell, vicesavings experts to help find solutions to president of customer services. “We take
great pride in engaging our customers and
reduce energy usage and save money.
“Winning this award is a tremendous helping them reduce their energy use while
honour for Horizon Utilities. Our focus saving money.”
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Oosterhof Electrical Services Ltd.
honours retiring employee

Our 24 hour line is answered
by a Sherrard Kuzz lawyer
– 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, even on holidays.
So, whether you need a hand,
have something urgent,
or just have a question, there’s
a team you can call.

Pictured here is retiring Oosterhof Electrical
Services Ltd. employee, John Prosper and
owner Gary Oosterhof with John’s new
Nissan NV service van.

Our 24 Hour line means
our clients sleep well at night,
even if we sometimes don’t.

Gary and Corina Oosterhof of Oosterhof
Electrical Services Ltd. (Kingston chapter),
would like to take this opportunity to
acknowledge the over 20 years of hard
work and dedication by his friend and
employee, John Prosper. Little did they
know back in the playground of their
school in Athens, Ontario that they would
one day work shoulder-to-shoulder for all
these years. In February, Gary and Corina
were delighted to take John and his wife,
Janice to Costa Rica for a week as just
one way of saying thanks for his loyalty,
dependability and friendship.

Horizon Utilities wins Gold
MARCOM award
Horizon Utilities recently took home
the Gold MARCOM award for its “Just
Ask Us” conservation campaign, which

RANKED

Main 416.603.0700
24 Hour 416.420.0738
www.sherrardkuzz.com
@sherrardkuzz
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TDT Crews marks 10th
anniversary
For 10 years, TDT crews has been
providing skilled staff for a variety of jobs,
allowing their clients the ability to bid on
larger contracts.
“As a full service contractor, we
guarantee the performance of our staff,”
says Hunter Reid, CEO and Chair of TDT
Crews. “We hire and manage the crews, but
on the jobsite, our clients are in charge.”
Each member of our crew undergoes
an advanced screening and a complete

TDT’s chair and CEO,
Hunter Reid thanks the
contracting community
and his staff for 10
great years of successful
business. The company
marks this special
anniversary this year.
reference check. We understand our clients’
needs and in turn, are able to provide them
with a custom list of candidates to select
from.
TDT can mobilize any size of work

Burlington Hydro receives
excellence award from chamber

Hotwire Electric secures
HomeStars Award for fifth time

Burlington Hydro was honoured to receive
the Business Excellence Awards (service
large category) from the Burlington Chamber
of Commerce. The gala awards night was
held April 9, 2015. According to a media
release from the Burlington Chamber of
Commerce, “Award nominations are based
on overall business excellence and the criteria
include excellence in business leadership,
community contributions, entrepreneurship,
environment, employee welfare, innovation,
and market growth.” Congratulations to
Burlington Hydro for this local achievement.

Congratulations goes out to Hannah Taylor
and the rest of the Hotwire Electric crew,
who have recently been acknowledged for
achieving the HomeStars Best Of Award
for the fifth year. The company is well
known among contractors and homeowners.
To remain competitive Hotwire Electric has
trained and certified their staff as generator
installers, as well as maintenance and
warranty technicians.

Schneider Electric
announces new
Canadian president
Juan Macias has been named
Schneider Electric’s Canada
president, reporting to Laurent
Vernerey, president and CEO, North America.

Hydro One invests more than
$845 million to improve electricity
reliability in Toronto and area
Hydro One has announced it has completed
more than $157 million in upgrades
through 10 transmission station projects
across Toronto and the GTA in 2014 that
will improve reliability and replace aging
infrastructure. In addition, the company
plans to complete over $688 million in
improvement and replacement work between
2015-2018. These investments will improve
electricity reliability in Toronto and the GTA
by identifying and monitoring the condition
of all of its critical assets, this allows Hydro
One to make more effective and prudent
investment decisions.
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Leviton debuts wireless energy
management eco-system
Leviton, automation and security solutions
provider, has released the Lumina Gateway
and the related wireless Lumina RF energy
management product family. This includes
occupancy sensors, motion sensors,
door and window contacts, load control
modules, light switches, thermostats,
in-wall touchscreens and mobile apps. The
cloud-enabled solution was designed for
small commercial operations and features
logic scheduling, up to 40 connected
wireless two-way sensors and load control,
free email or SMS text notifications based
on the event, free applications for remote
access and free software for setup. The
company noted the Lumina RF family also
creates energy savings in new construction
and retrofit applications, utilizing wireless
sensors and devices to control temperatures,
lamps, fans, pumps and third-party window
coverings, with access to IP cameras for
video surveillance. Integrators wishing to
register their company can visit http://
cloud.leviton.com. and once approved
can download the free Lumina Gateway
installation software.

crew, specialized or blended, to satisfy a
complete project. They can also arrange
transportation and housing to bring
workers in if needed.
With offices in Edmonton, Hamilton
and Ottawa, TDT Crews stays current on
construction starts as well as employee
availability across Canada.
Ten years of success in filling client
requirements and a devotion to excellence,
this is the TDT story, and if you talk to
the TDT staff they’ll tell you it’s only the
beginning.

LEC store now open!
The spring Licensed Electrical Contractor
(LEC) campaign from the Electrical Safety
Authority (ESA) is well underway. The LEC
store provides Licensed Electrical Contractors
with the opportunity to order and customize
promotional materials by placing an order
online. These will include lawn signs and
door hangers that have the “Hire a licensed
contractor” message and ESA’s brand on
one side and the other side will have the
contractors’ contact information.
The LECs will also offer free downloads
of web badges that can be used on their
websites to direct consumers to the www.
electricalsmarts.ca webpage.
The online store opened to all LECs
on April 8, 2015. Visit the store at www.
lecstore.ca. Any questions regarding the store
should be directed to esa.communications@
electricalsafety.on.ca.
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 Something on your mind?
 Chapter news or events
to share?
Please email the Editor, Stacey Roy,
at dialogue@oel.org to submit your
information and photos into the
next issue of Dialogue.

News

Working at Heights training is
now a requirement

“Regarding enforcement, inspectors
will exercise judgment and discretion
when they observe unsafe work at
heights and during a critical injury
and fatality investigation.”

By: The Ontario Ministry of Labour

W

orking at heights (WAH) in an
unsafe manner is one of the
leading causes of fatalities at
Ontario workplaces, especially for workers
in the construction industry.
As of April 1, 2015, new requirements
in O. Reg. 297/13 will require employers
to ensure that workers on construction
projects, who need to use a variety of
fall protection equipment (travel restraint
systems, fall restricting systems, fall arrest
systems, safety nets, or work belts or safety
belts), complete approved working at heights
training. Workers already trained under
the fall protection training requirements
of subsection 26.2(1) in O. Reg. 213/91
before April 1, 2015 will have an additional
two years to get trained under the new requirements (April 1, 2017).
As a priority, workers on construction projects who will be working at
heights and have not previously received training will require working
at heights training as of April 1, 2015.
The ministry has been accepting applications from training
providers since January 2015. Application forms and other resources
for training providers are available from the Ministry of Labour
website (www.labour.gov.on.ca). The ministry’s website additionally
lists Chief Prevention Officer (CPO) approved working at heights
training providers and the dates they were approved.
To date, the ministry has approved seven training providers. As of

March 30 there were over 200 instructors available to
deliver approved programs. Please refer to the websites
of approved training providers for their details and
training dates, times, and locations.
Over 600 training sessions are scheduled across
Ontario. More providers are in the final stages of the
assessment process and will be posted to the Ministry’s
website soon.

Enforcement
Regarding enforcement, inspectors will exercise
judgment and discretion when they observe unsafe
work at heights and during a critical injury and fatality investigation.
Inspectors also have the ability to issue time-based compliance plan
orders where proof of training under the fall protection training
requirements of Section 26.2 of O. Reg. 213/91 is required but
working at heights training has not been completed.
Demand for WAH training will be substantial over the coming
weeks and months. The ministry asks employers who normally prefer
a certain training organization to consider all providers approved by
the CPO.
The ministry is committed to the safety of all workers who work
at heights.

Be sure to support our advertisers!
These companies supported this edition of Dialogue:

ONTARIO ELECTRICAL LEAGUE
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Superior protection Combination
Arc Fault Interrupters (CAFIs)
Residential contractors - The 2015 CEC requires new
CAFI technology on additional circuits in every home.
QO and HomeLine loadcentres have you covered
When it comes to arc fault protection, you owe it to your customers
to provide the best. Combination arc fault interrupters (CAFIs) provide
superior protection from the panel to the end of the circuit. The 2015 CEC
requires most receptacles in a home to be CAFI protected.
CAFI breakers are the newest addition to Schneider Electric’s QO
and HomeLine loadcentre protection systems. With proven reliability,
contractor friendly installation features, available through a coast to
coast distributor network, and backed by an industry leading warranty,
you can install with peace of mind. Make a reliability statement with your
customers today by choosing Schneider Electric.

Understanding CAFI in the 2015 CEC
Residential contractors: Download Understanding
CAFI in the 2015 CEC, to learn how your business will
be impacted and sign up to receive a FREE Captain QO
or HomeLine t-shirt.
Visit www.SEreply.com Key Code M828U
*Shirt quantities limited. While supplies last. Available to residential electrical contractors only.

©2015 Schneider Electric. All Rights Reserved. All trademarks are owned by Schneider Electric Industries SAS or its affiliated companies.
• www.schneider-electric.com • 998-1263488_CA

QO Loadcentres
With time-saving Visi-trip
technology, QO quality has you
covered for residential, commercial,
and industrial applications.

HomeLine Loadcentres
HomeLine loadcentres are
designed specifically for residential
construction. Space-saving
design and appliance-white trim
come standard.

